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Premium Wedding Albums
Traditional techniques the modern way.
Folio Albums’ workshop is climate- controlled and has specialist
lighting to help maintain our stringent standards of consistency and
quality. It’s staffed by a talented team who take huge pride in crafting
beautiful pieces people will treasure forever. Although age-old
production techniques are used, Folio Albums applies modern lean
manufacturing principles. This reduces the distance between each
process to improve both efficiency and quality.

Carefully crafted in Britain.
Everything produced is handmade to order at
workshop in Yorkshire. The team makes sure each
special – whether you have bespoke requests,
personalisation or just want to be certain you’ll get
finish.

Folio Albums’
album is truly
want lots of
an exceptional

Sustainability.
Folio Albums believes they have a great responsibility to minimise
their impact on the environment in whatever way they can. Folio
Albums continually review how they’re working and look for new
ways to take as little from mother earth as possible, while giving as
much back as they can. Folio Albums products are beautiful and are
crafted to last a lifetime, but not at the expense of the environment
and its delicate global ecosystem. All materials come from
sustainable sources and, wherever possible, they’re also 100%
recycled.
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THE FINE ART ALBUM
Hand-bound and using the finest quality cover materials, papers and
inks, Fine Art Books have captured attention all over the world.
Images are printed directly on to the page and each double spread
opens out flat with an almost invisible crease so your wedding
images can be viewed at their absolute best.
Each double page opens flat with an almost invisible crease
Archival-quality materials to last a lifetime
Incredible range of personalisation options
Made with high quality 200gsm fine art paper for a perfect
matte finish
Full grain leather and vegan friendly materials available
All Fine Art Books are hand packaged and presented in a
natural cotton bag
Available in sizes: 12x12”, 10x10”, 8x8”
Mini duplicate copies available, perfect as gifts for parents
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PRICING
Leather

Fabric (inc. vegan leather)

Size

Price (15 spreads)

8x8"

£355

10x10"

£390

12x12"

£455

+ 1 spread

Size

Price (15 spreads)

8x8"

£310

£10

£12

10x10"

£345

£12

£14

12x12"

£400

£14

£10

6x6” Mini Copy
Identical to the main albums, duplicate albums make perfect
gifts for parents/grandparents. They use the exact same high
quality print methods as the larger albums. These can be
ordered at the same time as ordering your main album, or up
to 3 months after. You can match the cover of a Mini Copy to
the main album, or choose a different cover for each one so
they’re more personal.
Material

Price (15 spreads)

+ 1 spread

Leather

£160

£5

Fabric

£130

£5

All albums include:
200gsm Art White Paper
Design of your album (plus any
amends)
15 spreads as standard
Cover personalisation

+ 1 spread
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COVER OPTIONS
The album cover gives the first glimpse of the story that lies
within. It sets the scene and remains as a backdrop as the album
is held and viewed time and time again.

Choose from beautiful cover materials selected for their
quality and eco credentials, including vegan-friendly
leathers and fabrics. Be inspired by the colour of
bridesmaid’s dresses, the flowers of the season itself.
Let your creativity loose and select from a range of traditional and
contemporary colours, materials ranging from leather to 100%
cotton fabrics.
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LEATHER

FABRICS

VEGAN LEATHER
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COVER PERSONALISATION
Engraved
Using a laser your text is engraved in to
the cover material. The process works
by removing the top layer of the
material to reveal the natural hues
underneath. Engraving is available on
most materials.

Black Or White Cover
Printing
The
latest
digital
technique
in
personalisation which involves printing
directly on to a material in either black
or white ink. Available on most
materials.

Gold or Silver Foiling
Heat is used to transfer metallic foil to
the albums for an eye-catching finish.
Available on most materials.

Blind Debossing
Using traditional methods, letters are
pressed into the cover without ink or
foil for an elegant, classic presentation
that’s wonderful to the touch. Blind
debossing is mostly available on
Leather/Vegan Leather options.
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Ready to order
THE NEXT STEPS:
1. Choose your favourite images! You can
favourite these on your online gallery for me to
see. I recommend choosing around 80 images
(based on a 15 spread album). Of course you can
have more than this, but I’d recommend adding
on extra spreads.
2. Then I will personally design your album for
you and send it back for your thoughts.
3. Once you are 100% happy with the album, it’s
time to finalise the cover and personalisation
options you want to go for.
4. Then it’s time to order your precious
heirloom!!

EMAIL: amy@amywoodhamphotography.com

